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contributting writer

Students to discuss, debate evolution
BYSTEPHANIE STRAUSS

senior writer
A student-led discussion about
creationism and evolution will be
held today as a part of JMU's first
"Darwin Day."
Darwin Day, which celebrates
the life and work of Charles
Darwin, is sponsored by JMU
Freethinkers Club.
Associate
biology
professor
Christopher Murphy will address how
evolutionary thinking has changed the
way humans view living organisms at

5 p.m. in Taylor Hall, room 400.
A student-led discussion on the
controversial topic, "Should creationism be taught in schools?" will be held
at 7 p.m. in the Airport Lounge.
"One of the gifts of a college education is to learn about the great ideas
that have shaped our civilization,"
Murphy said. "Charles Darwin's
work on evolution certainly qualifies for this distinction, as his work
was very influential from a number
of perspectives."
"In the time since Darwin, the concept of natural selection has matured

as a scientific theory, and now provides a very useful framework for
understanding nature and solving important practical problems,"
Murphy added. "Darwin'sideas on
evolution have also had'a'profound
impact on Western thought concerning the role of divine and natural
causes in nature."
Freethinkers vice
president
senior Maggie Ardiente said, "We're
putting this event on after hearing
from other free-thought groups at
other universities and how much
success they had with Darwin Day.
This is our first time celebrating
Darwin Day, and we hope to cel-

ebrate it every year."
Ardiente said there are a lot of
myths about evolution, and that
events during Darwin Day are
designed to clarify any questions
people may have.
"When it comes to how the world
was created, people have very strong
feelings about it," Ardiente said.
"We hope students will gain a
greater understanding of his impact
on the scientific community, and we
hope that those with misconceptions
about the theory of natural selection will have the ideas clarified,"
Freethinkers president senior Mike
Taft said.

Senate passes five finance bills to committee
Lambda Chi receives $550
for 'AKApturedAffair'
BY MARIA NOSAL

SGA reporter
Seven new finance bills were presented to the
Student Senate, five of which were passed to the
Student Government Association finance committee.
The following four bills were passed by SGA to
be heard in the finance committee.
The JMU chapter of the American College of
Health Executives Student Association proposed a
bill asking for $750 from contingency to cover the cost
of three registration fees for the ACHE conference.
The Lambda Chi Chapter
of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
proposed a bill asking for $550
from contingency to help cover
the cost of publicity, decorations
and music expenses for the "AKAptured Affair"
Ball at the Four Points, Sheraton Hotel on April 22.
JMLHillel proposed a bill asking for $1,000 from contingency to help cover the speaking and appearance fees
of Paul Rusesabagina, who will speak about Rwandan
genocide and genocide in today's world. Rusesabagina
will speak as part of Holocaust Remembrance Day on
April 19 in Grafton-Stovall Theatre from 6 to 11 p.m.
Madison Marketing Association proposed a bill
asking for $640 from contingency to help with the
coat of registration fees of four members to attend a
conference in April.
A bill from the a capella group The BluesTones
was proposed asking for $4,000 from contingency
to help cover the cost of mixing and mastering the
production of its CD. Even though there was an
objection on the Senate floor, the objection was not
ire SGA. page 4
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SGA heard man finance bare Tuesday, two of which were deemed unconstitutional.

Tri-Beta ammends criteria for scholarship honoring brother
BY MARIA NOSAL

64

SGA reporter
The Student Senate referred
the Tri-Beta scholarship bill back
to the finance committee after
amendments and changes to the
criteria for the scholarship.
The finance committee last
week approved $165 of the $700
originally requested. The money
for the scholarship was taken out
because the criteria for the scholarship only allowed a Tri-Beta
member to receive it.
The Tri-Beta executive members decided to change the criteria
for the scholarship
"The biggest reason for changing the criteria was because Ian

...we appreciate all the
help we've recieved.
I look for speedy
approval of our bill...
- Ashley Lakner
Tri-Bttt president

59 —
Kincheloe embodied the ideal
JMU student," said senior Anita
Singh. Tri-Beta secretary. "We
decided it was only fair to offer it
to all JMU students."
After Tri-Beta announced

Guilty: Simmons awaits final sentencing

OTonnell

Brent Simmons ('%) was
found guilty Monday on one
interstate stalking conviction and
two counts of the use of a firearm
in a killing.
The jury is still deliberating
a sentence for Simmons, which
could lead to the death penalty or
life in prison under the Violence
Against V\fomen Act.
Simmons' conviction is related
to the murders of JMU students
Ann Obon and Keith OConnell
on Oct 12.1996 On Tuesday, the
jury agreed the murders were
premeditated, so Simmons now
could face the death penalty.

Prosecutors called witnesses
to testify that Simmons had solicited a hit on OConnell from a
Harrisonburg drug dealer in the
late summer of 1996. The defense
argued that neither of the witntsses are credible, as both are
convicted felons.
The prosecution also brought
forth a witness, Leonard Binkley
of Orlando. Fla, who testified that
Simmons had asked Binkley to buy
him a gun. Binkley worked with
Simmons the summer arel fall of
19%. Because Simmons already
owned a gun, the gun he allegedly
used in the murders, the prosecu-

tion suggested that Simmons was
trying to obtain a "dean" gun But
Binkley never purchased the gun
The defense admitted that
Simmons did commit the murders, but that the prosecution
did not have enough evidence
to prove that Simmons had committed the murders beyond a reasonable doubt
As of press time, both the
prosecution and defense are
presenting witnesses to the jurors
as part of the sentencing phase of
the trial before a final sentence is
reached by the jury.
—ftvtn staff repit la

the change in criteria, there was
a motion to move the bill back
to finance.
"They were asking for a
scholarship and were denied
because the criteria
wasn't
satisfying the finance committee,"
senator, senior. Matt Gray said.
"They changed the criteria for
tonight's meeting and are trying to
get around the process. I referred it
back to finance because if s only fair
for the finance committee to review
the criteria they've now selected."
Sophomore Ashley Lakner,
Tri-Beta president, said, "This
process has been very confusing,
but we appreciate all the help
we've received. I look for speedy
approval of our bill in finance."

A new center run by
Alumnae will work to help
increase awareness of fitness
and health for the women of
JMU and Harrisonburg.
The
Center for
the
Promotion of Physical Activity
for Women and Girls will invite
JMU female athlete and nonathlete alumnae back to campus to participate in health and
fitness assessments, attend lectures and work with kinesiology students to develop exercise
programs.
The center hosted the first
Alumnae Health and Fitness
Program last semester.
"I would encourage all
alumnae to take part in the
Alumnae Health and Fitness
Program," Pat McCool ('67)
said. "It is an opportunity to
reconnect with JMU and reflect
on women's issues."
Kinesology
professor
Judith Flohr started the center in the spring of 2004. The
center was created to develop
and provide activities that
are designed specifically to
promote physical activity
for females. It also works to
Increase their knowledge
of health issues specifically
related to women.
The goals of the center are
to provide programming that
enhances the physical activity of girls and women, conduct research within fields
related to women's physical
and mental well-being, and
to disseminate researchbased information related to
the role of physical activity.
"I believe that there are
different needs and different
issues to be addressed in the
female population, and the
center is a progressive means
of doing so," said Stephanie
VanArsdale,
coordinator
of this spring's Movin' and
Groovin' event.
Movin' and Groovin',
a one-day workshop for
local children with limited
opportunities to participate in
physical activity, will involve
educational . activities
to
enhance children'sknowledge
of heath and fitness.
"As of right now, students
can get involved through their
classes — some Kinesiology
classes help with the events
— or through |practicums|
or internships," said Molly
Whittaker, the center's assistant director. "We are developing more opportunities for
students to be more involved in
the future."
To leam more about the
center, contact Whittaker at
whittamb
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Taylor Down Under.

Apply to be a Program Adviser in Residence Life's
Directors and Resident Advisors on programming

(540) 568-612'

needs We're looking lor enthusiastic students with

The University Program Board has extended the

customer service skills Applications available in FYI

deadline lor some ol the 2005 -'06 Executive Council

(Huffman Hall, room A100). Applications due today
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Friday at noon in Taylor Hall, room 234.
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Michael H. Soybel 19, of Stafford, was charged with drunk
in public and underage possession In P Lot on Feb. 13 al

An unknown penon(s) tipped the vending machine in Weaver
Hall lorward causing Hems inside to fall into the vending area on
Feb. 13 between 2 and 7:45 a.m. An unknown amount ol items
was removed.

2:33 am

Unknown subjects stole an American flag banner from Wilson Hall
between Feb 11 at 4:30 pm. and Feb 14 at 7:30 am.

Phillip E Carron, 18. ol Alexandria, was charged wilh
drunk in pubhc and underage possession in Eagle Hall on
Feb 15 at 4:19 am.

Property Damage/Trespass

Matthew Kattler. 18. ol Landenburg, Pa. was charged with
underage posseeakm In Eagle HaH on Feb 15 al 4:19 a.m.
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(5401568-3(46
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oraarerocuseviormwr. com
PholcvaraaNcs

OMce:
(5*01568-67*9

An unknown person lorced entry into an office m Wilson Hall
between Feb 10 at 5 p.m and Feb 11 at 6 a.m. No Items stolen

oraaraphoroOrlormel'com
Total parking tickets since Aug 19

Simple Assault
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CORRECTION

Drunk in Public/Possession

In the Feb. 7 issue, The Breeze would like to (

Kalhryn A Shoup. 18. of Newton. N.J . was charged with drunk In
public at Greek Gate on Fab 12 at 12:30 am

that JMU Athletics cut the scholarships ol eight vat
•ity sport? in ?001. btfttM rnnlmiierl to athletes who

Jessica L. Piscopo. 18. ol Fans Church, was charged with drunk
In public at «ie P Lot on Feb 13 at 2:33 am

The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807

brmimgtv*o€lhotm»u. com

16,766

Total drunk in public since Aug 19 65

Three college-age while males lumped on a non-student and fled
the scene on Feb 13 al 320 a.m. in Potomac HaH.

Mailing address:

received the scholarships before that year until they
graduated.
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- stopping mountain top removal?

Hometown Music

- planning activities for an awesome Earth Day?
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- bringing composting to JMU?
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Then come to an EARTH club meeting, 7:30 p.m. on
Tuesdays in Keezel G9. These are just some of the
issues that we would love for you to join in on.
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Medium, 1-Topping Pizzas

alisco
Authentic Mexican
Restaurant

Still hungry? Try our

New Papa's Buffalo Wings

Come enjoy the authentic

.Mexican Mariachis

Spicy Buffalo or Mild Chipotle BBQ
Served with Bleu Cheese or Ranch Sauce

on February 23rd.

243 Naff Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

Ask about our

lunch and late-night specials!

540-434-8«34
Monday-Thursday

1303 N Royal Ave

VISIT OUR
OTHER LOCATIONS:

FRONT

Rom

540-63J-7348

9403 Congms St

1140 Washington Ave.

NEW MARKET

VlNTON

540-740-9404

540-344-006)

The Law Offices of

Bruce D. Albertson, PLLC
ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
DRUG OFFENSES
TRAFFIC OFFENSES
SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES

^ „./^
^^40-438-1 OOcWa^
71 Court Square, Suite B
Downtown Harrisonburg

10:30 am-1 30 am
Friday-Saturday
10:30 am-3:30 am
Saaday
10 30am-12:30am

433-PAPA

We Accept

433-7272
www.papajohns.com

VISA

Life
is Calling.
How far will you go?
Interview with a Peace Corps recruiter at JMU
and leam how you can make a difference in
others' lives, and your own.

Peace Corps at JMU
Monday, February 28
Sign up with Career Services.
Submit your application online at
peacecorps.gov by February 18.

Peace Corps Info Session
6:30 p.m. in the College Center/

^5

Peace Corps
Foe more Info contact
Jonathan Lee
(BOO) 424-8880 1(1048
"'••©peacecorpe.gov
"ww.paacacorpa.gov
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JMU graduates most Va.
exceptional new teachers
Twenty graduates of
JMU's teacher-preparation
program have been designated "Meritorious New
Teacher Candidates" in the
first class of a new regional
program aimed at enhancing teacher quality.
The Mid-Atlantic Regional Teachers Project is a
new program to acknowledge well-prepared, highperforming new teachers.
They recognized 192 new
teacher candidates from
Virginia, Maryland, Delaware and Washington. DC.
Of the 192 people recognized 133 were from Virginia,
52 from Maryland, two from
Delaware and five from D.C.
JMU had the largest number, 20, from a single Virginia
college or university.

BY KATIE O'DOWD

staff writer
Students in SCOM 470
will reach adolescents, parents and the community as
they work on a semesterlong media campaign to promote abstinence.
The class will utilize the
media to help adolescents
in the area make healthy
choices and hopefully lower
pregnancy rates.
"The linitiative) is trying to
change social norms," said Jennifer Seaman, data media coordinator at the Central Shenan-

doah Valley Office on Youth.
class currently is brainstormThe students will work ing ideas for the campaign
with the Shenandoah Teen and learning about sexual acPregnancy Prevention Initia- tivity statistics in the Central
tive sending out the message Shenandoah area.
of abstinence to develop a
"I am very impressed with
campaign for the initiative.
the |SCOM 470) class." Hartz"Most of the school systems ler-Weakley said. "I have high
in the area support abstinence expectations."
teaching, which further proOne in five adolescents
motes what [the initiative] is are becoming sexually actrying to do," said Kim Hartz- tive by age 15 in the Harler-Weakley, teen pregnancy risonburg and Rockingham
prevention coordinator.
County area, according to a
The 18 students in the class Youth Data Survey published
were organized into groups of by the Office on Children and
six, with each group targeting Youth. Additionally, the teen
a different demographic. The pregnancy rate in Harrison-

burg has been increasing for
the last three years, HartzlerWeakley said.
The Office on Children
and Youth, a division of the
Institute for Innovation in
Health and Human Services
at JMU, received a grant for
$1.3 million over five years
from the Office on Adolescent Pregnancy Programs.
The grant will be used for
regional prevention and education along with the Central Shenandoah Valley Office on Youth in Waynesboro
and Staunton. The grant is
strictly abstinence-based.

BY MARTHA IRVINE

Associated Press
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MarcuKSaorge Lowery knits a
scarf at Waldorf school ki Chicago.

if

A lot of guys are taking
up knitting, especially as the
hobby surges in popularity
on college campuses, in coffee shops and at the many
vam stores that are sprouting up in cities everywhere.
Long ago, knitting was
a male-dominated trade in
Europe. Sailors were known
to knit their own windproof
sweaters for long voyages.
These days, however, if s a
hobby most often associated

with women.
The Craft Yam Council
of America, a trade organization, has no numbers on
guys who knit. Its newly released survey found that the
percentage of women ages
25 to 34 who've knitted rose
from 13 percent in 2002 to 33
percent last year.
Mary Colucci, the council's executive director, says
those figures and anecdotal
accounts she's heard have
led her to conclude that more
men are, indeed, knitting.
Toby Fee, a sophomore at

the University of Oregon, is ers say their knitting can be
among them. He learned to a conversation starter.
knit as a way to bond with
Elise Goldschlag, owner
his grandmother
of Flying Fingers knitting
"I felt like I didn't know store in lrvington, NY, says
much about her," says Fee, her 19-year-old son, Dilwho plans to go to medical lon, pulls out his yam and
school. "She was really ex- needles whenever he wants
cited about it."
to meet girls at the Rhode isSince then, his girlfriend has land School of Design, where
encouraged him to try more he's a student.
complicated projects — sweatFee, the Oregon student
ers, socks and a scarf made with says many guys are uncomfortvery fine mohair yam.
able crashing women's knitGuys who knit in public ting groups. He's tried it and
say they often get teased or notes: "Sometimes, it feels like
receive odd looks. But oth- the room gets a little quiet."

Caitlln Slaughter

sociology
sophomore

droom

because that's where

in 'The Princess Diaries 2:
Royal Engagement'
because ot the closet"

If you could have any room
in the world become your
bedroom, which room
would it be and why?

tthe
Playboy mansion, because
what happens at The Grottos
stays at The Grottos."

_ IcOonalds
Playplacp a room full of
balls. That's right 1
said balls."
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OPEN HOUSE

Pheasant Run
Townhomes

Monday, February 28
9:30 A.M.

and 5:30

P.M.

Please join us!
VA1S Accredited - K-5
Scholarship
Leadership
Citizenship

(540) 248-2404
huntermcguire.org

said Seaman.
However, both the Central
Shenandoah Valley Office and
the Office on Children and
Youth have other programs
geared toward pregnancy
prevention through other educational methods.
"It is very good experience for the health promotion side of communication
studies," junior Ashleigh
McDonald said.
"I support the program to
a certain degree, but I feel like
it would be a lot more effective
if it wasn't only abstinence,"
senior Mikhaila Riede said.

No needling, please: Guys are joining the knitting craze

Hunter McGuire School

•
•
•
•
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Course to promote abstinence campaign

IKK to hold job
fair for all positions
University Recreation
will hold its annual job
fair on Tuesday, Feb. 22
from 5 to 7 p.m.
UREC offers a wide variety of job oppurtunities for
students, from lifeguarding, to being an intramural
official and working at the
climbing wall.
The job fair offers students a chance to learn
and develop professional
skills, meet new people,
build resumes and grow
as a student in a positive,
friendly and supportive environment.
For more information
visit the UREC Web site at
fww.jmu.eilu/recrealion and
click on jobs for more details about each position.

THURSDAY, FEB.
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Art, Music, Phys. Ed., Library
Technology, Spanish
After-school Program
Bus to Harrisonburg & W'boro

This Open House
coincides with the Art
& Science Show.

Dukes Liberty
710 Port Republic Rd.
Sun-Wed um-Midniftht
lluii-Sat 24 hour*

4 bedroom• 2.5 bathroom

Limited availability

townhomes left!

74 Quicks Mill Rd.
Verona, VA 24482

Frequent Buyers Club Cards
Buy 7 subs,

8'h one is free.
New jrJKPitems:

Soup, Tuscan Ham & Swiss Club, Buffalo C hicken
& Provolone Sub, Durango Roast Beef k Cheddar
Sab, and Baja Turkey & Provolone Sub

3' and 6' Party Subs available

Serving breakf aSt

all day!
Sub prices start at $3.79
(make a combo for just $1.00 more)
FLEX accepted

We are open:

Monday-Friday i 0a.m.-5p.m.
321 Pheasant Run Circle

540-801-0660 offke
pheasant@pheasantrun.net
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SGA: Two finance bills
ruled unconstitutional

Coffee: Effect on culture big topic on campuses
BY MURRAY EVANS

Associated Press
SGA, from pagr 1
supported by two-(hiids o( the
Senate, so the objection tailed and
the bill was passed to finance.
Two bills were ruled unconstitutional by the Speaker of the
Senate, because they did not
follow all of the rules that must
be met in order to receive conugency money through SGA. Both
groups wanted to send too many
members to conventions.
I hir constitution says you
can send four executive membw "' half the executive board,
whichever is less," senior Krissy Schnebel said. "However, I
strongly recommend that these
groups go back with [SGA Contingency Liaison] Allison Rores
and rewrite the bills."
Circle K International proposed a bill asking for $450 from
contingency to help cover the cost

of five executive members to at-

-66
/ strongly recommend
that these groups go
backhand rewrite the
bills.
— Krissy Schnebtl
senior

59—
tend the district convention.
The Madison Investment Fund
proposed a bill asking for $1,120
from contingency to help with the
cost of seven executive members to
attend the RISE Symposium.
These bills will have to be
rewritten with the contingency
liaison if the groups still want to
receive contingency money.

For years, sociology professor Beau Weston has held
informal office hours off campus in a local coffee shop, sipping his mocha latte while
advising students.
As he did, he formed relationships with other coffee shop regulars who might
otherwise have remained
strangers. That caused a sort
of academic epiphany, and
now he's one of a handful
of teachers across the nation
who have developed courses
that study coffee and its effect on society.
Don't drop your morning cup of joe. Weston's class,
offered during a recent intensive three-week term at
Centre College, was hardly
"Starbucks 101," although
the 15 students who enrolled

LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

wmmmm

in The Cafe and Public Lifecould be forgiven if that was
their original impression.
Audrey Rogers, a freshman from Dallas, said she
initially wondered about the
academic strength of the class:
"I didn't know how it was going to last a week."
Weston understood such
skepticism and designed his
course to focus not only on
coffee as a drink, but on how
its consumption has changed
society through the centuries.
A class on coffee might
seem strange at a college like
Centre, an elite private school
known for producing two
Supreme Court justices and
hosting the 2000 vice presidential debate between Dick
Cheney and Joe Lieberman
Then again, unique classes
are becoming commonplace
at the school of about 1,100
students, Last year, a Centre

professor taught a class called
"Basketball As Religion,"
playing off the passion for
hoops in the Bluegrass State.
John Ward, Centre's vice
president for academic affairs, said that all the college's
courses are approved by a
curriculum committee that
consists of faculty from across
the campus who examine the
"intellectual contexts" of any
proposed course.
Ward said offering classes like the ones on basketball
and coffee "is as if you hold a
microscope up on something
really interesting. We apply
the same academic and intellectual rigor in courses like
this as we do in advanced
literature, language or science courses. It's the same
tools at work."
The feedback from parents has always been positive.
"What they say is, 'Wow, my

kid was really motivated.'
They don't say, 'I want my
money back,'" he said.
Weston's regular trips to
coffee houses led to "an interest in cafes as a place in which
strangers can talk to one another" and discuss the issues
of the day In Europe, coffee
shops and cafes have served
that purpose since the 17th
century, he said.
Over the centuries, "cafes became places where informed men, some educated
and some not, would come
together and talk about stuff,"
including literature, plays,
poems, economics and politics, Weston said.
In recent years, the emergence of the Seattle-based
Starbucks chain has brought
the coffee house back into
vogue in this country.
"Having a place to do that
enriches a culture," Weston said.
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Abstinence-only campaign falls to completely address issue
One speech communications class
is working with a local teen pregnancy center to promote sexual abstinence through a media campaign.

The Shenandoah Teen Pregnancy
Prevention Initiative hopes to change
social norms with this campaign, but
they have been limited to exclusive-

THE WRITING ON THE WALL

ly promoting abstinence by the grant
they received.
Abstinence is undoubtedly the
most
effective way for
teenagers to prevent pregnancy
and
sexually
transmitted diseases. However,
teaching abstinence-only is
leaving out
half the battle
— that is educating people
on what to do
if they have sex.
The Initiative is right
in that sex before marriage
has become a social
norm, but trying to
change the norm is
something that can
only be done by

acknowledging the truth — teens
know about sex and will have it.
On primetime television, 75
percent of shows include sexual
content, according to The Kaiser
Family Foundation. A book titled
"Teens, Sex, & the Media" reports
that teens ages 13 to 15 rank entertainment media as the top source
of information about sexuality and
sexual health.
Unfortunately, when two people
in a soap opera begin to have sex,
they do not stop and say, "Wait, we
need to wear a condom."
If media don't teach adolescents how to use protection, and
families and society don't teach
adolescents how to use protection,
then chances are they won't. And
they won't learn about the consequences, either. Yes, abstinence is
the best form of contraception. But
there are alternatives, and teens
should know about them.
Limiting a sexual awareness

campaign to abstinence-only is
teaching students to ignore the
problem. Pre-marital sex is not
something to be taken lightly, and
when students choose to engage
in it, they should know how to
handle themselves.
Believing that students everywhere will simply choose abstinence is naive and dangerous.
Sex always has been — and always will be — an integral part
of society. Education about contraceptive and safe-sex options is
crucial to preventing unwanted
pregnancies and sexually transmitted diseases.
When one in five teens are already sexually active by age 15, as
stated in a Youth Data Survey published by the Office on Children
and Youth, it becomes apparent
that this age group plans to make
its own decisions on whether or
not to have sex — lef s teach them
all their options.

MUCH ADO ABOUT..

Protestors should Wal-mart discounts values, hurts employees
seek new methods
think that with the way
Wal-mart draws in its
customers, they it would
Wal-mart is one of be able to spend more on
the largest companies in employee benefits. All the
the world and, although excess spending goes to
the low prices are a defi- pad corporate bank acnite plus especially for counts rather than help
a poor college student the friendly employee
there are many things who directed me to the
about the company that fabric softener.
are not commendable.
Wal-mart also tends
With time, this one-stop to be prejudiced against
shopping store is going women. Just last year, the
to send specialized shops company faced a classout of business.
action case for discrimiOne of the biggest nation charges against
problem* with Wal-mart six women. One of the
la the lack. i,t money it I Lnnntt- Betty Dukes,
spends on health ben- began as a cashier in a
efits for its employees. A Wal-mart store outside of
Harvard Business School Pittsburgh. She had high
study showed that, on hopes of becoming a manaverage, Wal-mart spends ager one day — hopes
$3,800 per employee on that were quickly dashed.
health care. The rest of the Time and time again she
retail/wholesale compa- was overlooked for mananies in the United States gerial positions — usually
spend an average of be- the positions were given to
tween $4,800 and $5,600 men with less store experiper employee. You would ence. Her suit sparked the
MOLLY LITTLE

BRIAN GOODMAN

staff writer
Talking about abortion in the opinion section
of a paper is like striking
oil with a shovel — all
that's buried just underneath the surface will
blow out into your face.
Who knew that abortion
was more divisive than
"American Idol?"
We are by nature a
peaceful people — unless someone steals
out parking apace at
Wat-mart — and consequently there is a slight
social stigma against
talking about abortion
in the public forum. It is
a close relation to the social stigma against talking about religion and
politics at the dinner table, which was bom out
of an effort to keep your
friends by never getting
to know them.

Therefore, those who
are willing to violate
that social stigma are inherently a bit more passionate about the issue,
as JMU recently experienced firsthand. I'm sure
I'm not the only one who
noticed the black-robed,
"Scream"-faced figures
on the hill across from
D-hall the day before
the 32nd anniversary of
Roe v. Wade. They were
silent and still and holding anti-abortion signs,
including a picture of
severed tetatl heads held
by tongs, which was
slightly
disconcerting
to see first thing in the
morning.
For those of us who
agree with the ways of
the anti-abortion movement but detest the
means, these situations

see rKOTBSTOKS. page 7

senior writer

largest class-action suit in
employee civil rights case
history. She is one of more
than 1.5 million women
who hired attorneys to
fight the discrimination
they felt while in the Walmart workplace.
More than 100 women
have signed statements
that detail incidents and
environments that allegedly reflect an attitude of
sexism. Some descriptions
include male managers
holding staff meetings at
Hooters and giving higher
pay to men because they
have to support families,
according to an article by
Nancy C Iceland of the Los
Angeles Times. This implies that women cannot
be the breadwinner of a
family. It is appalling that
in today's society, where
there is a plethora of single mothers raising families, this sexist attitude is
permitted — especially
at the largest company in

reia

the United States.
In
Massachusetts,
Wal-mart donates money to the support of the
Pioneer Institute for
Public Policy Research.
This organization has
an agenda of attacking
bilingual education and
opposing voluntary integrated education, among
other things. Although
this is happening in Massachusetts, it still means
that Wal-mart willingly
supports this agenda.
By supporting Wal-mart,
we are supporting the
agenda of the Pioneer

Institute for Public Policy Research. We should
be helping, not hindering, in the integration of
these different cultures
— even in other states.
In a town as small as
Harrisonburg and with a
limited — sometimes very
limited — college budget,
it is difficult to completely
avoid Wal-mart. However, next time you go
in for the bare essentials,
consider the adverse affects Wal-mart has on the
American public.
Molly Little is a junior
English major.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Scholarships incorrectly reported
I fail to see both the relevance and purpose of the information in the Feb. 7 article
" Athletics reallocates scholarships" in today's
JMU news community. While it is true that
the athletic department did indeed reallocate
scholarship money for ten sports in 2001, this
change occurred nearly four years ago and is
no longer worthy of front-page news.
The article's shallow coverage of this
controversial topic only managed to insult
the "participatory" sports and create disagreement in the athletic department. If
The Breeze would like to offer future information on the scholarship reallocatiorts of
2001, they would serve the reader better to
report on the ways that these changes have
impacted the various sports programs.
Rebecca Vanderelst
senior. CSD
JMU women's tennis player

Lawmakers right to vote down bill
Our national constitution, which supercedes all others — including JMU's, explicitly states that the peoples' "right to bear
arms shall not be infringed." We do not need
people telling us that our rights make them
uncomfortable and that we should suspend
them. The House committee was correct in
ignoring this unlawful attempt to retract a
right given to us in a document authored by
the university's namesake — which nukes
this attempt all the more ironic.
To any who would pass a similar bill, I
say keep your laws off our guns, our bodies, and our gods Your campus-oriented
world view may be well received in the
SGA but, in the real world, it's as reasonable as a soup sandwich.
Michael Santos
sophomore, history

Time for public to move past abortion
In response to Ken Ong's letter, "Abortion amoral, new Holocaust," in the Feb. 14
edition, I think it is time to get over these
controversial issues because we will never
find an appropriate answer Abortions are
legal in the United States, giving every
woman the freedom to choose her child's
destiny. Freedom of choice is something
universal in the American society, granting everybody the right to pursue his or
her own dream. In contrast, freedom of
life is a subjective moral position toward
certain things. Attitudes differ based on
individual preferences that result from a
religious or non-religious affiliation.
In contrast to Ong's opinion, abortion is
a women's issue because they have to live
with the consequences no matter what decision'they make, and I doubt these decisions
are made five minutes before dinner. Once
again, the US Supreme Court clearly gave
that right to every woman, no matter what
various religious groups think.
Comparing this situation to slavery and
the Holocaust is absolutely not appropriate.
I didn't hear and see the majority of Christians standing up for the African American
part of society, even though they were all
Americans as well. I didn't hear or see the
Christians either when the Holocaust happened, which may have forced the United
States to intervene earlier in Europe.
If you are a true Christian, you are not
even considering an abortion as an option,
so stop judging and trying to convince individuals outside your beliefs, because everybody has their own moral standard.
Christian Hopp
freshman, CIS
Need for abortions must be reduced
Taking a stance on abortion does not have

to mean fighting for one extreme or the other. Rather, why not find ways of decreasing
the need for an abortion. I am pro-choice,
but I would not use that choice unless it was
rape and I had no other option. Abortions
are used as a last resort when the woman
feels she has no other option available. It
is not a decision that women take lightly
— it is a decision they have to live with for
the rest of their lives. Whether you're prochoice or anti-abortion, no one is in favor of
the abortion procedure. We need to act to
find ways to reduce the need for abortions
— such as promoting better education, increasing available contraceptives and the
availability of the emergency contraceptive
pill, which prohibits fertilization and harms
nothing if it has already occurred, and men
need to stop ignoring their responsibility in
the prevention of unwanted pregnancies.
Abortions will continue to happen, but
they need to happen legally and safely.
Deaths from abortion declined drastically
after legalization. To state that only 1 percent of abortions are due to rape is misleading. Rapes are under-reported, thus statistical information of such cases are hard to
come by.
Tiffany Brooks
junior, Dance
Holocaust reference inappropriate
In Ken Ong's letter, "Abortion amoral,
new Holocaust," he makes an inaccurate,
tasteless and highly offensive comparison
of abortion to the Holocaust. The Holocaust
was the systematic collection, enslavement,
torture, murder and attempted genocide
of Jews and a number of other peoples because of their religion, ethnicity or sexual
orientation. On the other hand, abortion is
the legalized destruction of embryonic cells.
Abortion differs greatly from the fully aware
suffering of already bom people doomed to
their deaths in concentration camps such as

Dachau and Auschwitz and to make that
comparison is simply incorrect. Ong's comparison belittlu the suffering of those sentenced to die and trivializes the horror and
sadism of the Holocaust. There is a great
difference between the premise of the Holocaust and abortion. There is no genocide
component to abortion. Hitler used racial
grounds to exterminate Jews and other people — no one is set out to destroy all embryos. To make such a comparison is an insult
to the memory of the living and conscious
human beings murdered by the Nazis. Ong
is fully entitled to his opinion regarding
abortion, but his comparison to the Holocaust is both highly inaccurate and inappropriate — despite its emotional appeal
Jacob Forstater
sophomore, physics
Publicity Director,
Hillel at JMU

Editorial policies
Responses lo all articles and opinions published
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PROTESTORS: Methods often offensive
PROTESTORS. from page 6

*

are problematic. Not
only are they ineffective
at reaching those who
don't already subscribe
to the American Life League
newsletter, they also isolate those of us who are
anti-abortion, but don't
necessarily want to raid
an armory and go doctor
hunting. I was mighty
livid when I saw them
in my peripheral vision
for the first time — and I
agree with most of what
they were saying. One

can only imagine how a
pro-choice person — let
alone a post-abortive
woman, felt seeing them
up there — passing Unspoken condemnation.
And that, of course,
was fairly mild for an
anti-abortion protest. No
screaming, no pointing,
no human chains around
parking lots and no lifeless bodies dressed in lab
coats lying in pools of
blood by their cars. Our
masked friends kept the

protest to a protest, rather than elevating it to the
hate-filled jihad so many
m willing to make it.
Jihad is an accurate
term, for the anti-abortion movement also is
quick to cite the religious
nature of their war. If s a
sad irony for people to
hear sermons about love
on Sunday, and spew
sanctimonious hatred
on Monday to pregnant
women and doctors who
perform abortions, who
both are in need of that
love more than most.
Jesus did not give instructions in the Gospels
on how to form human
chains around Planned
Parenthood parking lots,
but he did talk a lot about
love. And in light of the
whole divinity thing,
he probably knows a lot

more than we do about
what is effective in changing circumstances.
Our full-frontal attack
on the pro-choice status
quo can adequately be described as a failure. Roe v.
Wade still stands, women
in their most desperate
time of need are afraid
to go to us out of fear of
judgment and doctors
who perform abortions
circle the wagons all the
closer every time one
of their own is gunned
down in the street. Maybe
we should instead unload
our guns, store up our
signs, sell our "Scream"
masks back to costume
store, and decide to simply love the hell out of
people — literally.
Brian Goodman is a
sophomore SCOM/hislory
major.
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An "l-can-breathe-for-the-firsttime" pat to the two guys belting out
Kelly Clarkson at a red light.
From two oul-of-shape girls "exercising" while eating gelalo who appreciate
the ah workout from laughing so hard.
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A "thanks-for-the-$3" pat to the
anonymous student at the Festival
who paid for my lunch since I didn't
have enough FLEX and no cash.
from an embarassed faculty member
who hopes she can repay your random
act of kindness.

A "get-a-sense-of-humor" dart to
whoever was "embarrassed" by the
Polry Mouth blurb, "Don't be a fool,
wrap your tool."
From a female jMU community member who thinks it's about time men take
part in birth control to reduce unwanted
— or unneeded — abortions.

An "I-should-have-called-the-copson-you" dart to the peeping Tom who
was creeping around my apartment
building Saturday night.
From a disgusted senior who thought
people had more dignity at this school
than to be so perverted.

A "clean-your-cage" dart to our
roommate, whose heaping piles of
stained and pungent boxers must constitute a health code violation in our
bathroom.
From your three roommates who
thought they were living in a house, not
a hamster cage.

A "thanks-for-sharing-the-sidewalk" dart to the girl in the puffy
pink jacket who thought walking
with her friends was more important
than letting someone who was going
the other way get by.
From a disgruntled senior who doesn t like
being forced to step into oncoming traffic.
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Married students balance\oupledom, college life
Story by senior writer Erin Lee • Graphics by art director Jenny Chanthapanya

Noisy apartment parties, the loud hum ol voices in D-hall and the tolling of the Wilson Hall bell are typical sounds that a JMU student hears. "Here
Comes the Bride" usually is not one of them. There are, however, students who
choose to get married before they graduate and remain full-time students, making them both unique and courageous.
Senior Kateesha Manderson met her husband Marcus, a junior, at JMU. He proposed in May 2003, and they planned on waiting until they graduated to get married, but their plans changed along the way. They married on March 3, 2004, at the
Rockingham County Courthouse without telling their parents. That June, however,
they had a big wedding ceremony with family in Woodbridge, their hometown.
Kateesha has been Mrs. Manderson for almost a year. "Life at JMU is different because you have to run your household, and you have a family to think
of," she said. "You have a different perspective, but it definitely can be fun
— time management is very important."
Senior Matte Taylor married her husband Jonathan in June 2002. Maite is from
Harrisonburg, but her husband is from Richmond. After meeting at church camp when she
was 15 years old, they kept a long-distance relationship for three years. Then he moved to the
Valley to go to JMU because she was going to Blue Ridge Community College at the time.
"We had been together for so long, it was natural for us to get married,"
she said. "We just didn't want to wait anymore." Maite is very happy with her
decision and enjoys married life.
Despite their successes, there are a few worries and work is often one of them. Both
Maite and Jonathan work full time at Staples, pulling 40-hour work weeks as full-time students. She said if s a lot of responsibility, but the bills have to be paid. Jonathan now attends
Blue Ridge Community College, while Maite is finishing up her last semester at JMU.
The Mandersons are not working right now, but are full-time students. They
are able to support themselves with money they saved from summer jobs and wedding gifts, as well as financial aid. Manderson wants to work next year at JMU
while her husband finishes up his last year of school.
Another pressing issue for married students is finding the right place to live.
The Mandersons live in Deer Run Apartments in Harrisonburg. "It's a nice family environment; we were looking for a clean community where there were not a
lot of parties," Manderson said. The Taylors, on the other hand, bought a house in
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Grottoes, a few miles outside of Harrisonburg.
Managing time wisely in order to balance home life and school is crucial for
married students. "Time wise, it's a lot harder because you don't have a lot of time for
yourself, but whether or not you do it before or after you graduate, you're still going
to have to do it," Maite said. She will graduate in May with a degree in management
Being in similar situations allows the Taylors to relate to one another.
"Since [Jonathan's] a college kid, too, we understand each other because we're
both going through the same thing," she said.
Kateesha is still very career oriented. She hopes to put her English major to
use as a newspaper journalist. Her husband is a music industry major. "Things have
changed a little bit because I wanted to go to law school after I graduated," she said.
"So, I had to put some things on hold and he had to, too."
Besides balancing school and family, friends don't disappear after marriage.
Kateesha works hard to maintain the relationships with her friends. "There will be
times when the girls go out but I'm hanging out with my husband," she said. "Last
semester was a sacrifice because we were settling into our house, but now you get
into the rhythm and start enjoying things more."
Senior Christine Wilson is Manderson's roommate from her freshman and
sophomore years. She said she doesn't get to see her as often as she used to. "It
sounds weird sometimes when she says 'I have to go home to my husband.'" she said.
"I was surprised because I thought she would wait until she graduated, and one day
she hit me up on IM and was like 'I'm married,'" Wilson said. "But I'm definitely
happy for her decision. Marcus is great for her."
Taylor admits the people she hangs out with have changed since getting married. "When we go out, we do stuff together
because people don't expect you to
be married and guys may try to pick you up," she said. She and her husband tend to
hang around other couples more than single people.
Despite a few extra decisions and worries, being a married student is not an
impossible task. "A lot of people think that being married is hard and that you can't
graduate school, but if two people really love each other, they can make it work,"
Kateesha said. "I've been married almost a year and 1 love it"
Some may even say there are benefits to getting married young. "1 feel like I'm
getting a heads up on stuff so after 1 graduate I don't have all that to do," Maite said.
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Difranco's new,
heartfelt album
appeals to all
BY CAITE WHITE

senior whirr
Ani DiFranco's latest album,
"Knuckle Down," is exactly what
one would expect — but that isn't
necessarily a bad thing.
Like her past albums, DiFranco's
lyrics in her latest collection are
painful but heartfelt, sad but subtle
and — above all — haunting. With
the recent end of her marriage and
a death in her family, DiFranco's
tone wreaks of a quiet depression
as she comes to terms with love,
loss and living on her own.
With this album, DiFranco had a
lot of firsts. Her older albums had a
more brassy sound, but this album
is more of the string persuasion, due
in part to her first-ever collaboration with co-producer, songwriter
and guitarist Joe Henry. Henry was
added to the credits of this album,
along with many musicians recognizable to anyone who has followed
DiFranco's career. The appearance of
these talents lends a new color to her
urban-folk sound.
The opening track, "Knuckle
Down," displays a classic DiFranco
sound — simple, yet truthful and
solemn. As most tracks on DiFranco's
CD, this one is ridden with slow,
playful guitar melodies which is complimented by the artist's husky voice.
Similarly, "Manhole" and "Lag Time"
give that same vibe. In "Modulation,"
DiFranco changes the melody midsong so naturally and with a flair that
only she could pull off.
In "Parameters," a personal
favorite, DiFranco quietly delivers
a spoken monologue to the strum
of a guitar in the background. The
poetic nature of this track — about a
woman that comes home one night
to find a stranger in her bedroom —
adds a certain melancholy personality to the collection, and the perfect
song to listen to when you're feeling pensive and introspective.
If you aren't a die-hard fan of
DiFranco, this album is easy to
approach with an open mind, and
may even have you running out to
the store to buy her older CDs. But,
if you live and breathe DiFranco,
you'll be happy to know she has
delivered yet another awesome collection of music.

CATTUN l-RIELAfc»7phouixmph,!
Sophomore Christina Miller (right) participates In Student Ambassador trakiksj, which will prepare her to lead one of the many
tours JMU students are used to seeing around campus.

eavve
JMU Student Ambassadors recruit prospective students
BY LAUREN EUBANK/'contributing

writer

The art of walking backwards while pointing out great aspects of very exciting to be a new person, known as
JMU all while answering questions is clearly a skill only a Student a "newbie," rather than awkward as she had
Ambassador possesses. The Ambassadors are a motivated group first anticipated.
of individuals who are hand selected to represent JMU. Most of us
"It is a very welcoming group that is
know them as the outspoken tour guides we see around campus always willing to go the extra mile to make
someone
feel more comfortable with their
recruiting high school students to become a Duke.
Sophomore Christina Miller was chosen to be a Student surroundings," Miller said.
Ambassador at the beginning of this semester "I was most
Time seems to be a precious commodity on campus. For Student
attracted to the club when I attended Operation Santa Qause last Ambassadors, time is equally valued, but Ambassadors can spend
yew as a freshman," she said. "OSC collected tovs and money in as much time as they want being involved, Miller said. "As a newexchange for a great performance by many of the musically tal- bie,' there is a lot more going on this first semester because you are
ented groups across the JMU campus, including the entertaining getting to know a ton of new and incredible people. But, after the
group Exit 247 B-Flat Project." She admired that all the money first semester, you can put as much time into it as you want. It is
was given to a local organization that gave to children who were completely at your discretion. Some of this time is spent in meetnot going to receive anything, which gave them a much more ings, which consist ot talking about new and upcoming events.
memorable holiday season, she said.
"We pl°y games every so often to break up the monotonous
To become an Ambassador, students must to go through an interview speaking, which is always a lot of fun," Miller said.
process. This year. Ambassadors implemented a new interview process.
Life as a Student Ambassador involves rubbing elbows with
"They introduced group interviews, which allowed for a lot people on a very frequent basis.
"[I like] being able to interact with some really great people and
more people to be able to be seen and express themselves through
words, as opposed to last year, where it went straight from the also being able to have an impact on JMU prospective students as
application to the interview process," Miller said. She said it is well as JMU students now, and JMU alumni," Miller said.

'An Invisible Sign of My Own' portrays one woman's emotion, struggle
BY ERIN WEIRETER

staff writer
Having read a fair number of books in
my lifetime, let me assure you, one of the
most telling — and often times frightening
— things that can happen to you is seeing yourself in a character. When I read an
author's description of a character's eccentricities, fears, mannerisms and personality
and they seem to parallel my own, I start to
wonder if I am really that transparent.
I read Aimee Bender's "An Invisible
Sign of My Own" and felt, in some way, the
author knew me.
Mona Gray is a 19-year-old secondgrade math teacher, disillusioned as

she has watched
her father slowly
succumb to an
unnamed
and
incurable illness.
The melancholic
hush that has fallen over her family as a result leaves her unable to enjoy
or appreciate anything. She quits the
things that she loves before she ever has
a chance to be disappointed — including
dance lessons, piano classes, running and
her first boyfriend.
Her only comfort lies in the stability of
her work, in the security of numbers and
their unchanging nature. When she immerses herself in teaching, her father's illness and

1L

her own unhappiness feel miles away.
Seeing myself in Mona may be somewhat
exaggerated, but there are undeniable attributes that we both share.
What Mona fears most is loss. The thought
of being helplessly abandoned by her father
is almost too much to take, so she in turn
abandons everything else in her life in an
attempt to gain a sense of control, no matter
how skewed that control may be. She longs
for something unwavering and constant to
cling to in an unreasonably harsh world.
These may seem like silly childhood fears,
but I have felt the same way before. Sometirm-s.
a lingering voice in my head tells me my world
could come crashing down.
Yet, while Bender portrays Mona as a
girl with possibly unwarranted insecuri-

SaqticU 7aH*uMfy @omfieutty

ties, she also provides her with an outlet
for conquering her emotional obstacles.
Mona meets a teacher who seems to look
right into her soul and understand the
anguish she feels. He shows her how to
break free from the pain and appreciate the
life that is right in front of her.
As I read about Mona breaking free from
her painful shell, I realize that I, too, am fully
capable of understanding. I see that my life,
my world, is such a blessing, no matter how
bad things can seem sometimes.
Bender has an unbelievable ability to
tap into the reader's mind and to make
him or her feel as if their undisclosed fears
and worries are on display for the world to
see. In a sense, feeling that was therapeutic. I didn't feel so alone in my anxiety.
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RT Computer Systems
o Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs

Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts
540-442-7335
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Beside Plan 9 Music
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Dukes
look for
sixth man
BY CAROLINE MORRIS

contributing writer

FILEPHOTO
Sophomore Im ward Caves
Mnon drivM to the basket
Johnson Is averagsig 11.5 posits
and 6.3 rebounds per gam.

Johnson
Player of
the Week
Sophomore forward Cavell
Johnson was named Colonial
Athletic Association co-Player
of the Week for the week ending Feb. 12.
The Middleburg native
shares player of the week honors with Hofstra guard Loren
Stokes.
Johnson established career-highs in points and rebounds Wednesday night
against Hofstra, scoring 21
points and grabbing 15 rebounds. The Dukes lost to the
Pride 95-88 in triple overtime.
Johnson's effort marked the
first time a JMU player had at
least 20 points and at least 15
rebounds in a game since the
1977-78 season.
Against the Drexel University Dragons Saturday,
Johnson re-broke his careerhigh, scoring 30 points in
'MU's 75-66 loss. He made 13
of IB ihota (rom the floor and
\\<nA NVflR ivVxiunds

Johnson has averaged
20.3 points-per-game during
JMU's last four contests. This
season, he is averaging 11.5
points and 6.3 rebounds.
Stokes
averaged
24.5
points and 9.0 rebounds per
game for the week, including
C career-high 30 points against
jMU Wednesday night. He
added a 19-point, 10-rebound
effort against the University of
North Carolina-Wilmington
Saturday, helping the Pride
defeat the Seahawks 74-68.
— from staff reports

FILE PHOTO

Junior guard Shirley McCall looks for an open teammate against The College of William A Mary Sunday.

Goin' down south
Dukes look to take season series against Seahawks
BY JAMES IRWIN

Men's
tennis falls
to Tribe
The College of William &
Mary trounced JMU Sunday,
defeating the Dukes 5-2 in
Williamsburg
The Tribe improved to
3-6 overall with their first
win in Colonial Athletic
Association play over JMU.
The Dukes dropped to 1-4
and 1-2 in the conference.
W&M won three matches
quickly, all in doubles. Senior
David Emery and freshman
Jesse Tarr lost the top match
8-2. The No. 2 match left sophomores Brian Clay and Don
Davidson with the 8-3 loss.
And the No. 3 match was more
of the same with junior Bob
Allensworth and freshman
C'arlm Campbell getting the
third straight loss for the Dukes
with an 8-2 score.
JMU lost their first two
singles matches before scoring
a point.
I n'shman Matt Rubenstein
clinched the victory for the
Tribe, beating sophomore
Brian Clay in the No. 5 match
in just three sets.
The Dukes now rest for
three weeks before hosting
Washington College on March
4. The first serve will be at
2:30 p.m
— from staff reports

sports editor
Much like his leading scorer,
JMU women's basketball coach
Kenny Brooks is having health issues heading into Thursday's game
against the University of North
Carolina-Wilmington.
"I'm fighting a sinus infection,"
Brooks said. "Thafs not great when
you're going on a seven-hour bus
trip."
Neither are back spasms — which
freshman forward Tamera Young has
been battling since leaving Sunday's
game against The College of William
4 Mary early. Brooks said Young
should play Thursday.
"She came down awkwardly,"
Brooks said. "We held her out for the
rest of the game and she didn't practice [Monday). I think she'll be fine to
see UNC-W. page 12

Sophomore point guard Andrea Benvenuto drives on a William & Mary
defender last weekend. Benvenuto and the Dukes face UNC-W tonight.

As 1 stood in the "Electric Zoo" at Saturday's JMU
game vs. Drexel University,
1 looked around at my fellow students and wonder,
"Where is the sixth man?"
Schools like Duke University and University North
Carolina have long known
the power of the sixth man:
The students. The sixth man
has the ability to pump up a
team when they're down and
energize a team when they're
tired. There is nothing like a
stadium filled with people
chanting your name to rev
you up and spur you on to
victory. The power of trie
sixth man is not just reserved
for power house programs;
however, and there is no reason why we shouldn't have
excited and supportive fans
here at JMU.
We know we have the ability.
We rallied around Mickey
Matthews and the football
team as they went on the
quest for a national championship and emerged victorious. Now, in order to avoid
looking like Boston Red Sox
bandwagoners, we need to
take the next step: Get behind
our team — even when they
aren't winning.
1 looked around the stands
at my fellow students present Saturday afternoon, and
the first thing I noticed is the
lack of JMU apparel. In fact,
the number of other schools
represented almost rivals
the number representing our
school. The guy next to me
had a Virginia hat and another one two rows behind me
wore a Princeton sweatshirt.
Another thing I noticed is
the lack of noise in the Convocation Center. Silence during a game is not always bad
but the unnerving silence of
a quiet stadium is enough to
throw off any player trying
to shoot free throws. But on
the whole, quiet at a game is
disappointing. A few spirited
fans try to start up a cheer
every now and then, but it
almost always dies in failure.
The one chant that was clearly
audible from the student section was an angry chant, of
"The ref beats his wife," coming from a few students in the
front, angry at the ref's calls.
Now, I'm not saying that attacking a ref for bad calls is
wrong, but personal attacks
border on thuggish fans. We
have more class than that.
Cheers should be in support of our own team.
I'm not saying that if
tons of students show up at
the next game, we will win.
In the end, our players have
much more to do with the
outcome than we ever will.
But why not get out there
and show the guys that we
are with them? It will make
it that much sweeter for all of
us when we do win.
And try to wear a JMU

Dukes held hitless by Wolfpack in Triangle Classic
The JMU softball team came up
hitless against North Carolina State
Sunday in the UNC Triangle Classic.
The Wolfpack's Abbie Sims
tossed a complete game, no-hit shutout. She struck out 11 and walked
one while guiding N.C. State to a 4-0
victory over the Dukes.
JMU's Renee Bounds opposed
Sims in the circle.
The sophomore pitcher went
five innings, giving up seven hits,
striking out three and walking
none. Senior Liz Ceorge came on
in the relief to pitch the bottom of
the sixth.
The Wolfpack jumped out to an

early lead on 2-run home run off the
bat of Jennifer Chamberlin
N.C. State wouldn't strike again
until the bottom half of the sixth inning, when the Wolfpack added 2
more runs to push the score to 4-0.
Chamberlin finished the day 2
for 3 with 3 runs batted in and a
home run.
Also having a big day for the
Wolfpack was Tess Corona who
went 3 for 3 with 2 runs scored.
Before being no-hit by N.C.
State, JMU won its first two games
of the Classic, then alternated wins
with losses in its last three contests.
The Dukes defeated Howard

Limirsity 8-1 and Elon College 53 in a double-header Feb. U. JMU
WM then felled by Campbell University Feb. 12, 2-1, but bounced
back in their next outing, downing
Ceorge Washington University 3-1
later that day.
JMU does not return to the JMU
Softball Complex until March 16
when they take on the Bison of
Howard.
Before then, the Dukes must
travel to Greenville, N.C, Radford,
San Diego, Calif, and Chattanooga,
Term., where they are next in action
Friday, to take part in the UT-Chaltanooga Sonic Challenge.

JMU opens the tournament
against the Hilltoppers of Western
Kentucky University.
First pitch is at 1:15 p.m.
JMU
000 000 0 — 0 0 2
N.C. State 200 002 x — 4 8 0
JMU «H> CAA, 3-2) - Renee'
Bounds, Liz George (6) and Ashlee
Schenk CS: Briana Carrera 1.
N.C. State (0-0 ACC, 10-1) — Abbie Sims and Miranda Ervin 2B: Tess
Corona. HR: Jennifer Chamberlin SB:
Corona.
-from staff report*
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I HOMES FOR Rl NT

SUBLET ROOM AT SUNCHASE
Apartments
through
August.
300/
mo
obo.
(434)
971-1230

lllUTE BFDROOM 2 11 BATH.
I aivafak) Coun. $270 Etch. Large
haven Available August. 431-2221

APARTMENTS
ww.ifoundltais.nat

fc.ll HI.N1
FRIENDLY
' SI 1
I
Elupbok.
W.
Water,
3-4
bedrooraa.
179-9947

FOR
($40)

RENT
433-7325

LARGE I BR Convenient London.
Available 7/1 or J/17. Good Condition.
AC, No Pen. $390. ($40) 433-1569

|i I1R HOUSE, good condilionT W/R
isailablc SVI7. $725. (540) 4J3-I569

Townhouse for rent (aj Humar's
Ridge 4 Bedrooms, Washer and
dryer. Spa Walking distance to JMU
$30000 a month per person. Call
(540) 810-2191 or (540) 298-2716

I lilWNIIOUSE RENTAL 1214 Forrest
I Hill < bedroom 2 1/2 baths walk to
llMU 900
lease/deposit
Fireplace
I Hess 4
Miller (540) 434-7313

5
BEDROOM.
3
BATHROOM
TOWHOUSE Ml View Drive, All
appliances. $1250 per month, (.lose to
campus Call Joe Miller (540) 433-6236

11U I) S. HIGH. 5 bedroom. 2 both, 15
[ kitchen 0 5 miles from campus Washer/
I Dryer. Hard Wood Floors. Porch&Pabo.
I OrT Street Parking available 8/05.
| S275 month per person (540)421-5516

DOWNTOWN 73A East Market, 2
bedroom, 450'mo. deposit year/leaaeAugust. includes utilities. DSL/wired,
nice deck. (540) 433-0984

I HEOCK FROM JMU 55B W. Fairv iew.
itli.ncnl
to
Harrison.
2bedroom.
sM) mo,
year lease-deposit.August.
\t DSL. deck. yard. (540) 433-0984

CHEVY
TRACKER
2002
4x4
Sspeed.
Silver
convertible.
24.000 miles good gas mileage
RetaillO.OOO, sell
$8800810-5346

THREE BEDROOM TWO BATH.
Palto.
Washer/Dryer.
University
Place Available January I 433-2221

ATTENTIONSummer
Camp
Counselors Wanted - ACAC Fitness
and Wellness Centers in Charlottesville,
Virginia is seeking committed Summer
Camp Counselors from June 6th through
August 26th. 2005 Earn from $7 - $9.50
per hour, depending on experience If
you are creative, exciting and energized.
ACAC has an opportunity for you.
lull umc with benefits! Applications
can be found on our website at
wwwacac.com. Please forward to ACAC
Human Resources. 500 Albemarle
Square. Char loMsvi lie. VA 22901
CHANELLO'S PIZZA Phone operator/
pizza makers wanted Fast-paced, run
work environment. Need a ride to work?
We will pick you up! Must be available
Fri or Sal night Must be able to work
LATE (open until 4am). Pan time
available Great pay and food discounts
PLEASE DO NOT CALL STORE TO
APPLY Call 271-0632, ask for Pat.
WEBaVDESIGN
Need
someone
with design and web construction
knowledge
to
revamp
existing
ask.
Contact
Utrca22loaol.com

II \\ I A GREAT SPRING SEMESTER
4 fun F looking for M/F in Hunters
Ridge Apt for Spring Sem $250 »
I iilii.es1 tomactAndrea(804)339-1299

MRA is seeking 5-7 men and women
for full-time slimmer employment.
MRA provides canoeing, kayaking.
rafting, river rubing. bus tours and

BARTENDING! $250/day Potential No
experience necessary. Training provided.
(800) 965-6520 Ext2l2

1 I1R TOWNHOUSE, close to campus.
bailable 7/1. $5(5. (540) 433-1569
HUNTER'S RIDGE TOWNHOUSE
S749
WOW!
1303
Bradley
Drive.
4
Bedrooms,
2
Baths.
2.3. or 4 students. 540 434-5150

Make $75 taking surveys online.
wwwGetPaidToTbinkcom
I 1111,1 MtllS Pool

Rock climbing adventures.
Employees must be motivated,
enthusiastic, self managed, and
hive a good driving record.

MANAGERS'

Now hiring for summer 2005 NoVa
areas! Competitive Pay! Call now or
visit website! www.premier41l.com
I-877-SEE-POOL
(703)
426-1406

ALMOST NEW. LARGE I BR
Great Condition and Location. All
\ppliances. AC. Available 8/17. No
Pets. $450 -$525. (540) 433-1569

MRA is located across from
Massamdtiem Resort
mi 4"'.'.
www CANOB4U. com
MassamittenRtv*r<&Aol. cam

Yellow Cab
(540)434-2515
Radio Dlapatchad
Service to all ma|or airports
Whaelchalr acceaelble vahlclaa

CHANELLO'S
PIZZA
Datively
Drivers Needed. Must have own car
with clean driving record and insurance.
Flexible scheduling to work around
class times.
PART-TIME.
WORK
AVAILABLE Must be available to
close cither En or Sal. (closing lunc
4am) CASH PAID DAILY!' Drivers
average over SIOO per shir). TO APPLY
CALL 271-0632, ASK FOR PAT

WAN TED

■

ADOPTION Losing, childless couple
wishing to adopt an infant Willing to
pay medical and legal expenses. Call
Collect BohandDiannc(4IO)848-89l5.

$600
GROUP
FUNDRAISER
Scheduling Bonus • 4 hours of your
group's time PLUS our free (yes. tree)
tundraising solutions EQUALS $1,000$2,000 in earnings for your group. Call
TODAY for a $600 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with
CampusFundnuser.
Contact
Campusl undraiser, (888) 923-3238.
or visit www.camnusfuiKlraiser.com
SKYDIVE! One day Brst Tandem
jumps from 1.1,5ml trom our 22
jumper aircraft. Gift Certificates'
877-DIVIs.KV
(177-M*-J7J»)
COMPUTERPROBLEMS'I't I llama.
virus and spyware removal, general
computer help. I make housccjlls S?s
hr Fnendly PC Solutions 421-0561

Governor's Fellows Program
Program Coals

The historic and prestigious Virginia Governor's Fellows Program offers a select group of
outstanding and highly motivated individuals the opportunity to experience firsthand the
administration of state government in the Commonwealth. Established in 1982, the
Governor's Fellows Program brings exceptional students with creative ideas to state
government — an experience that often leads to careers in public service.
Kligibility Requirements
Qualified applicants must be graduating college seniors or enrolled as degree candidates in a
graduate or professional school. Applicants must be enrolled in a Virginia college or
university or must be a Virginia resident if enrolled in an out-of-state institution. They must
also have a demonstrated commitment to excellence in academics, proven leadership ability,
and involvement in extracurricular activities and community service. The selection of
Fellows will be based solely on merit, without regard to race, sex. national origin, religion,
age, disability, or political affiliation.
length of Program
Fellows will be required to work full-time in Virginia state government. The 2005
Governor's Fellows Program will begin Monday, June 6,2005 and continue through
Friday, July 29,2005.
isssigimeits
Participants are placed in different positions in the Governor's Office and in various agencies
throughout the Executive Branch. The program attempts to match Fellows with compatible
assignments according to background, interests and future goals.
Funding
State funds are not allocated for the Governor's Fellows Program. However, in previous
•ears, colleges and universities have distributed stipends to the Fellows selected from their
institutions. Institutions are urged to make summer grants available. Applicants who will
cquire Financial assistance in order to participate in the program should discuss this matter
ith school officials before applying.
' 'ffice of the Senior Vice President for Student Affairs and University Planning 568-3685.
Application

The deadline far applying for the Summer 2005 Fellows Program is

5 p.m. February 25,2005.
[ Fir application and additional Information please set this website:
|, ,
' p://vww.govemor.virginia.gov/Serving_Virginia/I;ellowsPrograin.hlin

SPRING
BREAK
SPECIALS'
Panama City A Daytona 7 Nights,
6
Free
Panics
SI 59!
Cancun.
Jamaica, Acapulco.
Nassau
$499
Including Air' Bahamas Cruise $299'
SpringBrcakTravel.com (BOO) 678-6386
BAHAMAS
SPRING
BREAK
CRUISE 5 Days $299! Includes
Meals. Panics with Celebrities As
Seen On Real World. Road Rules.
Bachelor! Award Winning Company'
SprinuHrcakTravel com (800)678-6386

STS TRAVEL
loin America'! #1 Tour Operator.
Cancun, Acapulco, lamaica,
Bahamas. Florida.
Sell trips, earn cash t» (ravel free!
1-800-648-4849

SPRING
UxttfUsU

BahamasTarty

ruise

$299
Cancun $469
Jamaica $469
lomUrl Pikn On Saywvfl lr—k. GUARANTEED
*lanamx I- HH ••» CMaUaWral Ha*e*!-». ft»*i

www.SprinilriakTrivtl.coH

1 800-678-6386

•I
NAGS
HEAD
STUDENT
SUMMER Rentals. scabrvc/erealts com
for
pictures.
252-255-6328
SPRING BREAK VACATIONS!
n
Jamaica.
Acapulco.
Bahamas.
A
Florida!
Best
Panics, Best Hotels. Best Pnces*
Book
Now!!!
I-800-234-7007
v. w v. endlcsssummcrtours.com
HI

Breeze
Classified
Advertising
Kates:
$5 for the first 10 words
S3 for each additional 10 words
Boxed ads are $10 per inch
Deadlines:
Monday issue- Friday @ noon
Thursday issue- Tuesday ® noon

Payment:
Ads must be paid for in
advance through the website!
(*-m>.thebrtezt.orf>lclassifieasl
or at the Breeze office.
We accept cash, check. Master
card. Visa. American Express
and Discover
'All ads must be e-mailed in or
entered on the website. No ads
will be taken over the phone*
568-6127
www.lhebreeze.org
thej>reeze@jmu.edu

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten.MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson, III, MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD
Marlbeth PLoynes, MD
Sherry L. Mongold. FNP Catherine E. Rittenhouse, FNP

Now Accepting Appointments

Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available
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CAMP TAKAJO FOR BOYS, NAPLES,
Maine. Tnpp Lake Camp for (iirls. Poland.
Maine Picturesque lakefront locations,
exceptional facilities Mai-June thru midAugust Over 100 counselor positions in
tennis, swimming. Land sports, water sports,
tnpping. outdoor skills, theatre ana. tine
arts, music, nature study, nanny, secretarial.
Call Takajo at 800-250-1252. Call Tnpp
Lake at SOO-W-4347 Or apply on-line at
wwsv.lasjuo com
or
www lripplakecamp.com

Stsoaui Joe
Mauanuttea River AeKe atires. lac.

SUBURBAN
4X4
1988,
good
condition,
168.000.
new
transmission.
$2800
810-5346

THE BREEZE

Monday-F tiday 8.30-5:00

Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545- 3348
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UNC-W: Dukes go for fourth straight Male birth control in works
UNC-W,from pagr 10
start, unless I see something at
practice tomorrow."
JMU enters Thursday's contest
looking for its fourth straight win.
The Dukes are coming oft
a 66-61 victory over William
& Mary behind double-double
efforts from sophomores, forward Shirley McCall and center Meredith Alexis
"It was huge." Brooks said
of Alexis' and McCall's efforts.
"Both were tremendous. They
stepped up big, especially on a
night where we lost Tamera."
JMU's three-game winning
streak has pulled it into sole possession of fourth place in the
Colonial Athletic Association
standings The Dukes, at 14-8 overall and 7-6 in conference play, hold
a one game lead over the Towson
University Tigers and the Hofstra
University Pride —both of which
check in at 6-7 in me CAA.
"We're getting back to
where we want to be," Brooks
said of the recent surge. "We're

rutting our stride and starting
to close out games."
The Dukes will attempt
to widen their lead against a
UNC-W team that enters with
the second-fewest wins in the
conference. The Seahawks, (6-16
overall. 3-10 in the CAA) have
lost 10 ot their last 12, including
a 72-50 defeat at the hands of
JMU, Jan. 23 in Harrisonburg.
"If s going to be different
because it's on their court,"
Brooks said. "We opened up
their zone last time. We'll have to
do that again. If s an advantage
if we can get the ball inside."
Getting the ball inside
means more opportunities for
Alexis. Against UNC-W earlier this season, Alexis posted
a double-double with 13 points
and 12 rebounds in 21 minutes.
"She's been playing well as of
late," Brooks said of Alexis. That
night she got into foul trouble.
We'll need her down the stretch"
Another player the Dukes
will need is sophomore guard

Lesley Dickinson. The Queens
Village, NY, native has been
battling inconsistency all season, though she still ranks No.
9 in the CAA in scoring, averaging 14.4 points-per-game.
"Lesley is a marked player,"
Brooks said. "Anytime you're
the reigning conference Rookie
of the Year, you're going to
command attention."
Dickinson appeared to
climb out of her funk against
Hofstra last Friday night, torching the Pride for 34 points on 10
of 15 shooting in JMU's 73-71
overtime victory. But she struggled Sunday against William 6c
Mary, hitting rust 3 of 15 shots
and finishing with 11 points.
"She got into a nice rhythm
against Hofstra," Brooks said.
"She's understanding how to
approach things. She realizes
she doesn't always have to score
for us to win. She's more valuable than just scoring points."
JMU and UNC-W tipoff at
7 p.m. at Trask Coliseum.

Matt Belliveau
Massachusetts Daily Collegian
"Don't worry, I'm on the pill."
One day, that could be a man speaking.
And with the new agreement between
the Norwegian-based company Spermatech AS and the University of Massachusetts Medical School, that day may come
sooner than you think.
Spermatech researchers are in the planning stages of creating a drug that could
possibly block sperm's ability to swim, as
well as its ability to fertilize an egg.
This would not be the first attempt in creating birth control for men, but it would be the
first to avoid tinkering with male hormones.
Previously, researchers have found that
it is extremely difficult to suppress sperm
production while maintaining normal
male hormone levels. A drop in a man's
hormone levels would likely cause a lowered muscle mass, a loss of sexual drive
and other testosterone-related effects.
This new drug would instead affect a specific protein in the production of sperm that
would inhibit their movement while forgoing
the hormonal side effects that women currently experience in taking the pill.

Male students at UMass seemed to be
split in their first reactions to the idea of a
male birth control pill.
"I think if s great that we'll be given a
chance to contribute in the act of birth control" said Dirk Barren, a Junior at UMass. "A
birth control pill could act as a back-up to
condoms, which might break during sex."
However, Barron admitted he thinks
the new pill might not be 100 percent safe.
"I love the idea of having another option,
but I just have a hard time believing that there
won't be any harmful side effects, physically
as well as sexually," Barron said
Today, American men are left with only two
realistic methods of birth control: condoms and
vasectomies. Both however, have drawbacks.
"For one thing, condoms aren't cheap,
and a lot of guys dislike them because they
decrease sensation and can spoil the mood,"
said Barron. "Vasectomies, on the other hand,
would guarantee infertility, but I'm way too
young for a vasectomy "
While the majority of the public may see
this future development as a gift to American men, the creation of a male birth control pill may act as an even larger reward to
women and the women's movement.

Snacks: Eat the healthy way 1
BY CARRIE TEICHERT

contributing writer
As spring approaches, some students try to
fit a few extra minutes in I IRK and leave those
extra cookies alone at D-hall. The downfall for
most comes when stomachs starts growling in

Need
Variety?

the late hours of the night.
No matter how hard we try, eliminating
snacking from our daily lives is nearly impossible The trick is to replace the unhealthy snacks
with a healthy and delicious one. These two recipes are great alternatives.

Amy's Healthy Fruity
Source: allrecipts.com

Guilt-Free Snack Mix

Ingredients
1 cup strawberries, hulled
1/3 cup frozen blueberries
2 bananas
1II cup orange juice
1 1/2 cups plain yogurt
1 tablespoon soy milk powder

Directions:
In a blender, combine
strawberries, blueberries,
bananas, orange juice, yogurt and soy milk powder.
Blend until smooth. Pour
into glasses and serve.

Come to the
Variety story
meeting
tomorrow at
1p.m. in

Cooking
101

Ingredients:
4 cups crispy com cereal squares
1 cup dried mixed fruit, chopped
1 /4 cup yogurt covered raisins
1/3 cup chopped mixed nuts
2/3 cup banana chips

Directions:

In a medium bowl, mix together crispy
corn cereal squares, dried fruit mix,
yogurt-covered raisins, mixed nuts and
banana chips. Store in sealed, airtight
containers.

The Breeze
office...
seeya there !
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